
Saint Peter the Apostle Catholic Classical School

4
th

Grade Summer Reading for 2022-2023

Shiloh must be read as your Summer required reading, but the class will also
discuss the book together.  PLEASE make sure that your child has this book and the
Summer reading project is completed in time for the start of school.

Due Date for Summer Reading and Project:  1st Day of School

Book: Shiloh by Phyllis Reynolds Naylor
ISBN-10 : 0689835825  ISBN-13 : 978-0689835827

 
Step 1: Your child must read Shiloh, independently. However, I ask that you sit
with them and listen to them read, assisting when necessary.
 
Step 2: Vocabulary Sheet:  Attached you will find a vocabulary sheet for Shiloh.
You will need a highlighter to do this.  As you read your book, highlight each
vocabulary word, then write down the page number next to the word in the space
provide.  This will help when we begin working on the novel at school.
 
Step 3: Shiloh Poster: Students are to draw a poster of a “Found” dog (Shiloh).
Draw a detailed picture of Shiloh so its owner would recognize it.  Be sure to leave
contact information and where you found the dog.

Step 4: Writing Project: Marty and Shiloh had a secret adventure together up on
the hill behind his house.  Write a 3-paragraph essay about a time you had a special
adventure with an animal or person.  (Each paragraph must be 4+ sentences)  Be
sure to write neat, in cursive, and check your spelling & grammar.



Shiloh Vocabulary
Ch. 1-5

1. groveling
2. cringe
3. glares
4. peering
5. dwell
6. nudge
7. feeble
8. tense
9. nuzzling
10. nourish

Ch. 6-10
1. humble
2. boldness
3. scurrying
4. enbarressess
5. snoop
6. remedy
7. suspicions
8. yelp
9. wince
10. numb

Ch. 11-15
1. generous
2. limp
3. sympathy
4. quavery
5. investigator
6. rehearsed
7. intention
8. allowance
9. omission
10. witness


